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MMartin Koester is fascinated by the beau-
ty when a city transforms at nightfall. 
Car headlights that dance as lights in the 
streets, bright restaurant doors that light up 
the sidewalks – each of these lights has its 

own story and he loves to translate these stories into art.
 
Martin Kösters motive is a city, but the message is hope. 
Rain has passed and now the lights are dancing on the wet 
streets. The grim streets lead from solitude to light, a symbol 
of desire and hope.
 
Köster is able to connect this motive with the roman-
tics of a city, in order to make the viewer feel vibran-
ce and pulse of the urban. To feel the pulse of the city, 
Koester likes to climb the tallest buildings around. On 
the roofs, Koester paints his city scenes from above: 
 
The vividness of the city is what the viewer discovers in his 
paintings.
 
Many artists draw in the nature, but drawing from Skyscra-
pers is inspiringly new.
 
“Every time I am surprised how much life I can observe down 
below. I feel the freedom and seclusion that inspires me.“ 
 

When Martin Köster is not painting on a high-rise, his works 
are created in his studio loft in Germany. Koester uses the 
photos and sketches he brought back from his city trips for 
his references.
 
“I like to arrange my works everywhere in my studio, so I 
see all the different cities at once. Then I feel the internatio-
nal flair again and if I relive all the stories.”
 
Martin Koester was born in Hanover, Germany in 1988. Af-
ter graduating with a diploma from Leibniz University of 
Hanover, Koester began exhibiting throughout Germany.
 
1.What was it in your background that sent you down 
an artistic path?  
I painted my first city painting in a friend’s studio. I fini-
shed it after 3 months. I went home on the tram and had 
my painting with me. On the tram, a passenger spoke to me 
about the painting. He immediately bought it from me for 
€ 250. I was very happy about this success. I never would 
have expected that. When I got home and I immediately 
started to paint a new work. Since that day I have been 
continuously painting cityscapes in bright colors.  
 
2.How has your life as an artist evolved since then? 
After I had finished the first works, the first successes 

The city painter
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slowly came. My technique got better. This encouraged me 
to paint day and night. After only a year I had my first small 
gallery that exhibited my paintings. More galleries in Ger-
many were added piece by piece. At some point the larger 
galleries became interested in me and I was invited to ex-
hibitions. More and more galleries became aware of my art 
and finally I got my first international exhibitions. That was 
the breakthrough and now I’m invited to exhibitions all over 
the world.

3.What inspires you to paint?
I like to be inspired by the city that I want to paint right now. 
I often paint on the roof of a skyscraper. From up there I can 
see the heart of the city. A pulsating rhythm. When I feel this 
flair, it is easier for me to paint the city. Even when I look 
at the paintings later, I can feel this vitality. It is not always 
easy to get the permits to paint on the roofs of the skyscra-
pers. But the effort is always worth it. What it looks like 
when I paint on the skyscrapers can be seen on my website: 
https://martin-koester.com/about/

4.How do you choose a subject?
I have many international exhibitions each year. Usually I 
travel to the city earlier and walk through the streets at night. 
I then look for street perspectives that appeal to me. As soon 
as I find a perspective that I like, I stop. Then I make a sketch 
that I later paint in my studio. Now I have a large collection 

of these sketches. When I choose a sketch to draw, that’s the 
chance for me to travel back to the town. I then remember 
the moments that I experienced there.

5.Who or what are your creative influences?
A lot of my paintings are about light. The light of the sun 
shining into the street canyon. The light from the shops and 
windows that are reflected on the streets. I am happy to be 
inspired by old masters of painting. For example William 
Turner. He knew how to represent light on the surface of 
the sea. I like to transfer this feeling this to my modern light 
sources.

6.How would you describe your own style?
My style is a mixture of abstraction and realism. Very bright 
lights and very dark shadows. I try to put these opposites in 
a perfect relationship. The viewer should I have the oppor-
tunity to see something in the painting for himself. Perhaps 
he remembers a moment of his own that he experienced in 
a city.

7.Do you have a favourite place?
The view from the roof of a high-rise is my favorite place. 
There you can see the energy and hectic of the city from a 
distance. It’s quiet up there on the roof. Nobody bothers you 
when you paint and I’m still in the middle of the city.
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8.What is your preferred medium and why? Do you use 
more than one medium? Have your preferences chan-
ged?
I paint with oil paints. The intensity of the colors is crucial 
for me. I find this with the oil paints. For painting I only use 
the brush at the end. I start with spatulas and painting knives 
that I have made myself.

9.Can you describe a typical working day (if there is 
one!)?
When I’m not traveling, I work in my studio. Then I look at 
my collection of sketches from the last trip. When I look at 
the sketches, the memories and feelings of the street scenes 
also comes back. When I like a sketch I start to paint it. Often 
I paint into the night. When I go home, I often look forward 
to the next day when I can continue to work.

10.Who or what influences your style or choice of sub-
ject?
Thanks to the city motif, I can process an infinite number of 
light sources in a painting. I have not yet found a motif that 
would be similar. That’s why the city motif is still my favo-
rite motif even after so many years. Maybe at some point I 
will find a motif that appeals to me. But I think this will take 
some time.

11.Could you supply a sentence either about yourself as 

an artist or about your work?
I’ve always been fascinated by light in paintings. When rays 
of light break out from dark corners and bring the cities to 
life, I feel beauty.

12.Does your personal experience come across in your 
paintings – if so how?
When I walk through a city, I am interested in the many sto-
ries that can be seen around every corner. Especially at night. 
The way I perceive the city, I try to reflect it in my paintings.

13.What do you get out of painting? Or perhaps, what is 
most important to you about your art?
I want people to feel the romance of the city while looking 
at my works. You should remember a story or a feeling that 
you experienced yourself in a city. If I bring these feelings 
and memories into people’s heads, then I’ve done my job. 
My paintings should therefore also remain abstract, so that 
there is room for interpretation by the viewer.

14.What’s the best piece of advice you’ve been given?
Don’t paint if you’re not in the mood.

15.More importantly… what’s the best piece of advice 
you could give
In art there are many rules about how to paint. Never stick 
to it!
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16.What is the most important thing in the world to you?
The freedom to continue my own artistic path without exter-
nal influences.

17.There is a film on your website in which you work on 
a picture with an easel in front of you in the middle of a 
light-flooded street between skyscrapers. In another film 
you paint on a roof with the city below you. You rarely 
use such places of work, right?
It’s becoming more and more common lately. It used to be 
difficult to get permits for high-rise buildings. My art has 
become better known in recent years, which helps immen-
sely in getting permits for such painting campaigns. It also 
happens again and again that private individuals or galleries 
who like my art make such painting adventures possible for 
me.

18.You even used a helicopter to get motives?!
Yes, that was in New York this year. The door has been ex-
panded so I could see the whole city well. A crazy experien-
ce as the helicopter then hovered directly over Manhattan’s 
skyscrapers. Many of the photos that were taken later made 
it into paintings.

19.On the basis of which criteria do your sketches and 
photos then become your pictures?
There are no fixed rules for this. It’s a build feeling. Usually 

the photo or the sketch reminds me of a beautiful moment or 
a special impression of the city. Then I stop and get out my 
pad and pencil.

20.How long do you work on an image?
Very different: If it is done quickly, then the painting usua-
lly turns out well. If it takes a long time (and sometimes it 
can be weeks), then I usually don’t like something about the 
work, so I keep correcting it until I’m satisfied. I also have 
a great many works that never made it to the final signature.

21.Her pictures can be found in numerous galleries. You 
have to do that first too. How hard is it to get accepted 
into prestigious galleries?
For me it was like walking up a flight of stairs. In the begin-
ning there were only very small galleries that wanted to ex-
hibit me. But step by step it became bigger galleries. It helps 
immensely when you exhibit internationally. That’s what 
makes you interesting for many galleries and they give you a 
chance. If the art then sells, then you are often recommended 
to other galleries. It’s a long road, but it’s fun!

Thank you so much Martin_Köster, you are incredi-
ble! and was a pleasure have you in this edition!
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New York a morning to remember II; 150x130cm, Oil on Canvas, 2022



New York out of the dark III; 110x110cm, Oil on Canvas, 2022



Prepared by MagCloud for Martin Köster. Get more at knowmagazine.magcloud.com.


